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FMV to be calculated on the basis of
sales in the ‘‘ordinary course of trade.’’

Federal-Mogul also rejects the idea of
a COS adjustment, arguing that the cost
to produce the merchandise cannot
reasonably be used to quantify any
difference between a sample sale and a
sale with a price because the cost to
produce the merchandise remains the
same whether the producer sells it at a
profit, sells it at a dumped price, or
gives it away.

Department’s Position: The
Department agrees with Federal-Mogul
and Torrington. As set forth in AFBs II
(at 28395), other than for sampling,
there is neither a statutory nor a
regulatory basis for excluding any U.S.
sales from review. The Department must
examine all U.S. sales within the POR.
See Final Results of Antidumping
Administrative Review; Color
Television Receivers From the Republic
of Korea, 56 FR 12701, 12709 (March 27,
1991).

Although we have made COS
adjustments as required by section 773
of the Tariff Act and 19 CFR 353.56, we
disagree with FAG-Italy’s argument that
a further COS adjustment should be
made if the U.S. sample sales are not
excluded from the analysis. This
adjustment is not warranted under
sections 772 and 773 of the Tariff Act.
FAG-Italy’s argument that a COS
adjustment should be made when a
zero-price U.S. sale is compared either
to HM sales in which value was
received or to CV, which includes
profit, suggests that a COS adjustment
should be made because of the marked
difference in the prices of the U.S. sale
($0) and the comparable HM sale.
However, differences in prices do not
constitute a bona fide difference in the
circumstances of sale.

Furthermore, it would clearly be
contrary to the purpose of the dumping
law to make a COS adjustment in order
to compensate for price discrimination.
Moreover, we do not deduct expenses
directly related to U.S. sales from FMV
either in PP or ESP comparisons. In
making COS adjustments in PP
comparisons, U.S. selling expenses are
added to FMV, while in ESP
comparisons U.S. selling expenses are
neither added to nor deducted from
FMV; they are deducted from USP.
Finally, regarding FAG-Italy’s argument
that we should use the COP of U.S.
merchandise (SAMPCOPE) as the basis
for such an adjustment, the difmer
methodology accounts for appropriate
differences in merchandise.

Comment 17: Federal-Mogul asserts
that the Department should reject SKF-
Italy’s claim for an upward adjustment
to USP for duty drawback. First,

Federal-Mogul argues that the record
contains no evidence that SKF-Italy’s
claimed duty drawback relates to actual
import duties paid on the contents of
exported merchandise. Specifically,
Federal-Mogul contends that SKF-Italy
has provided no evidence to
substantiate a link between the amount
of import duties paid and the amount of
duty drawback claimed, and that the
amount of claimed duty drawback
exceeds the amount of import duties
that SKF-Italy actually paid. In this
context, Federal-Mogul further contends
that SKF-Italy’s claimed duty drawback
adjustment includes not only refunded
import duties, but also refunded
internal taxes, which are not properly
included in a duty drawback
adjustment.

Furthermore, Federal-Mogul argues
that the Department should not accept
this claim even under its authority to
adjust USP for rebated or uncollected
taxes. According to Federal-Mogul, 19
USC 1677a(d)(1)(C) permits an
adjustment to USP only for taxes
imposed directly upon the merchandise.
Federal-Mogul asserts, however, that
SKF-Italy’s claimed adjustment includes
amounts for taxes imposed both directly
and indirectly upon the exported
merchandise. Therefore, Federal-Mogul
concludes that SKF-Italy does not
qualify for any upward adjustment to
USP even if its ‘‘duty drawback’’ is
considered to be a refund of taxes by
reason of exportation.

SKF-Italy claims that the duty
drawback adjustment it submitted in
this review remains consistent with its
submissions in the previous three
administrative reviews and the LTFV
investigation. Additionally, SKF-Italy
notes that the Department verified its
duty drawback adjustment methodology
in the second review. According to SKF-
Italy, the Department should continue to
reject Federal-Mogul’s argument since it
lacks any persuasive reasoning which
would make the Department conclude
that its reasoning in prior reviews is not
applicable for these final results.

Department’s Position: We disagree
with Federal-Mogul. As discussed in
response to the previous comment, we
apply a two-pronged test to determine
whether to grant a respondent’s claimed
adjustment to USP for duty drawback.
We applied this test in addressing the
issue of SKF-Italy’s claimed duty
drawback adjustment in AFBs II. In that
review, we verified SKF-Italy’s duty
drawback adjustment and, based on
those verification findings, accepted the
adjustment for the final results (see
AFBs II at 28420). Thus, we previously
have determined that under the Italian
duty drawback system, a sufficient link

exists between the amount of duties
paid and the amount of duty drawback
claimed. We again accepted SKF-Italy’s
reported duty drawback adjustment in
AFBs III. Because SKF-Italy used the
same method to report duty drawback in
this review as it did in the previous
reviews, and in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, we conclude that SKF-
Italy’s duty drawback claim for this
review satisfies both prongs of our test.

Further, Federal-Mogul’s assertion
that SKF-Italy’s duty drawback claim
includes amounts for indirect taxes is
unsubstantiated. Although Federal-
Mogul cited the Italian duty drawback
statute in support of its assertion, it
provided no specific evidence that SKF-
Italy’s duty drawback claim included
any indirect taxes. Therefore, consistent
with AFBs I, AFBs II and AFBs III, we
have accepted SKF-Italy’s duty
drawback adjustment for these final
results.

Comment 18: FAG-Italy requests that
the Department exclude from the final
margin calculations U.S. sales to related
customers which they inadvertently
reported. FAG-Italy identified the sales
in question and noted that information
already on the record supports its
position that these sales are to related
U.S. customers and therefore should not
be included in the Department’s final
margin calculations.

Torrington contends that such
revisions are allowable only where the
underlying data have been verified and
the changes are small. Since the
modifications have not been verified,
Torrington opposes the modifications
requested by FAG-Italy.

Department’s Position: The customer
codes already submitted on the record
by FAG-Italy support the position that
these sales were made to related U.S.
customers. While the specific sales in
question were not examined at
verification, we did verify randomly-
chosen sales made by FAG-Italy and
found no discrepancies which would
undermine our confidence in the
accuracy of the reported customer
codes. We also note that FAG-Italy
properly reported all subject resales
made by related customers in the U.S.
during the POR.

We note that the CIT has upheld the
Department’s authority to permit
corrections to a respondent’s
submission where the error is obvious
from the record, and the Department can
determine that the new information is
correct. See NSK Ltd. v. United States,
798 F. Supp. 721 (CIT 1992). Adopting
Torrington’s argument would amount to
a rule that such corrections can never be
made after verification. This is clearly


